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plan ahead of regional and
municipal elections
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In a press conference, Ceballos presented evidence, videos, audios and proofs about the group
that intended a series of terrorist actions before the elections. | Photo: Twitter @MIJP_Vzla

Caracas, November 14 (RHC)-- The Venezuelan government announced on Saturday the dismantling of
a new terrorist plan aimed at altering national stability, in the preamble to the regional and municipal
elections of November 21st.



"We have disarticulated a new terrorist plan that intended to attempt against the sovereignty and peace of
our people, shortly I will be giving important statements for the whole country," informed the Minister of
Interior Relations, Justice and Peace, Remigio Ceballos.

In a press conference, Ceballos presented evidence, videos, audios and proofs about the group that
intended a series of terrorist actions before the elections.  This is the same group that tried to affect the
2020 parliamentary elections and the subsequent installation of the National Assembly (NA) on January 5,
2021. 

Ceballos commented that "in this way Operation Protection and Peace for the people of Venezuela. In
compliance with the instructions of our President Nicolas Maduro, we guarantee citizen security and
peace for the Venezuelan people."

In his presentation, the sectorial vice-president for Citizen Security detailed that early Friday morning, a
terrorist group intended to carry out an attack against the deposits of the National Electoral Council (CNE)
in Mariche.

This criminal group was neutralized by the State intelligence agencies, and four subjects were captured,
informed Ceballos.

Those arrested are Dimas Alberto González González, alias "Sepulturero", José Miguel Acuña Justo,
Francisco Daniel Moya Hernández and Keiner Gutiérrez, financed by William Ricardo Sánchez Ramos,
alias "Antorcha," who is in Spain.  Antorcha coordinated the actions with fugitives Leopoldo López and
Iván Simonovis.

The four subjects had explosive material and fuel drums, as well as 95 pamphlets related to a self-styled
operation "American Continent 2020."

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/277086-venezuela-dismantles-terrorist-plan-
ahead-of-regional-and-municipal-elections
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